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STUCCO EXTERIOR CLADDING FOR HOUSING 
 
RECENT STUDY 
 
The present Alberta Building Code (ABC) requirements refer to the traditional 3-coat stucco 
system and the more recently allowed 2-coat system of stucco application. The Alberta housing 
industry was interested in proposing a change to the Alberta Building Code allowing a reduced 
thickness of the 2-coat stucco system and engaged a consultant to research whether this alternative 
was possible. The Consultant has now completed a 3-phase study of performance of stucco 
claddings in a prairie climate for the Alberta housing industry. 
 
Phase 1 – Identification of Standards: The consultant and industry jointly identified water 
management (water penetration, drying ability, chemical composition) and serviceability (impact 
resistance, resistance to cracking/flexural strength, load and movement stress defined by elastic 
modulus, modulus of rupture and ultimate strength) as key performance characteristics. 
 
Phase 2 – Testing: The consultant, with the help of the industry, constructed stucco test panels of 
varying thickness from materials purchased in Alberta. The National Research Council, using a 
recently developed experimental method, tested specimens cut from the test panels for water 
management and Carleton University tested specimens for serviceability. 
 
Testing showed that stucco thickness does not have appreciable impact on water management. 
Translation: Stucco is not impermeable, moisture soaks through sooner or later, and what is 
important is how fast the cladding can dry out and moisture exit (consider membrane integrity, 
flashings, adequate overhangs, detailing - especially at openings). Serviceability testing was 
inconclusive but indicated that thinner stucco is weaker. 
 
Phase 3 – Visual Survey: The consultant and industry agreed on a survey instrument with a five-
point rating scale for stucco condition (excellent, good, fair, poor, defective). The instrument was 
used in a visual survey of 2- and 3-coat stucco claddings on 47 three to ten year-old houses in 
Edmonton and Calgary. 
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Consultant’s primary findings: 
 No correlation was found between water management or serviceability and building age, 

orientation, stucco thickness, or number of coats. 
 Only 15% of samples met the code-prescribed 2- or 3-coat thickness. 
 For 57% of samples the overall performance rating was at best “fair”. 
 A number of workmanship deficiencies were observed – e.g., poor mix consistency, 

inadequate/missing accessories, lack of substrate support. 
 
The consultant cautioned that a large percentage of stucco inspected may require repairs within 5 
years. 
 
Consultant’s recommendations to the industry: 
 Establish a quality control program to address design, workmanship, and materials issues 

by adopting standards for evaluation of factors such as thickness, number of coats, quality 
of materials (sand, water, lath, membrane, etc), and workmanship. 
 Establish a program to conduct regular evaluations of the above parameters. 
 Use Section 9.28 of 1997 ABC and ASTM Standards C926 and C1063 as base references 

in developing the program. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The Housing Industry’s Response 
 
One of the primary motives of the industry for commissioning the report was a suggestion to 
amend Article 9.28.6.6. of the 1997 ABC to permit the construction of 2-coat stucco 16 mm 
thick. 
 
In January 2003 the housing industry reported on the preliminary conclusions contained in the 
consultants report to the Building Technical Council. In its presentation the industry committed 
to: 
 
 Formulate a series of measures to improve the stucco cladding system. 
 Formulate an education strategy for builders and stucco contractors. 
 In co-operation with the authorities having jurisdiction develop, implement and maintain 

an inspection protocol to address the workmanship issues. 
 On the basis of the consultant’s finalized recommendations propose necessary/applicable 

Code changes [subsequently withdrawn – see next paragraph]. 
 
In April 2003 the housing industry accepted the consultant’s final conclusions and 
recommendations, undertook to implement the proposed program of improvements the industry 
committed to in January 2003, and withdrew its proposal to amend Section 9.28 of the ABC. 
 
What Municipalities Are Doing 
 
Under terms of accreditation under the Safety Codes Act, municipalities are not required to 
include a specific review of the design and construction of the building envelope in the category 
of scheduled inspections in the new Uniform Quality Management Plan (2003). 
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Rationale: 
Workmanship and contract performance by parties in the construction process are outside the 
scope of safety regulations. Workmanship and quality of materials are primary considerations 
in constructing a sound exterior building envelope. The consultant cautioned in its report that 
a portion of 3 to 10 year-old stucco claddings may require repairs within the next five years. 
Stucco is a composite breather type of exterior cladding that consists of an assembly of 
components installed under varying environmental conditions subject to seasonal 
interruptions.  The selection and application of materials, the interface between stucco 
materials and penetrations and workmanship are all subject to human error. 
 

Reports of issues with the building envelope in the early life of single family homes are normally 
directed to Alberta New Home Warranty Program or equivalent, who resolve them with the 
owner and builder.  The Building Code Regulation specifically notes that the code or any 
standards referenced by it do not make or imply any assurance or guarantee the life expectancy, 
durability or operating performance of materials referred to in the code or standards. (Alberta 
Regulation 50/98 - (Consolidated to 25/2003) - Section 1.2).   
 
In support of the Alberta Home Builders’ Association and industry’s programs to deal with 
compliance related issues, Safety Codes Officers (SCOs) may at appropriate stages of 
construction conduct occasional inspections of building envelope components open to visual 
inspection and order correction of deficiencies. SCOs will not be expected to conduct scheduled 
inspections of the building envelope or its components. Safety Codes Officers may be directed to 
investigate complaints concerning stucco claddings. 

 
Rationale: 
Scheduled visual inspections by Safety Codes Officers are unlikely to reveal hidden defects 
of building envelope construction or claddings. Defective items such as flashings are difficult 
to correct or install after the stucco is constructed. 
 

The as-installed cladding thickness cannot be verified visually. Invasive inspections are either 
unreliable (wire probes), or objectionable (possible damage of underlying membrane and 
unsightly repairs to coring). Therefore the onus is on the stucco contractor to ensure that code 
compliant stucco is provided. 
 
SUMMARY 
 
As the problems involved are mainly related to workmanship and installation, the main 
responsibility to deal with the issues identified rests with the stucco installers and the home 
building industry. The municipalities and Alberta Municipal Affairs will work with them from an 
enforcement role where required.  
 
Further consideration of this issue will be based on measures and strategies expected to be 
generated by industry.  
 
Alberta Municipal Affairs notes the very low percentage (15%) of Alberta Building Code 
compliant stucco evidenced as a result of the survey. Those responsible for stucco application, 
the builder and stucco applicator, are also in the best position to bring industry practice back into 
compliance with the Alberta Building Code. 
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